




Saturday dusk brings another round of snowplows down South Main Street. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
I 
Greg Fletcher caught this snowball Friday — but only on film: Yo Nagaya found a snow-capped lamp Saturday. 
And no two are alike 
Last week's storm left the city up to Its knees and above In 
snowflakes end left JMU students with a three-day 
weekend. For more photos and stories on the almost- 
blizzard of '83, see pagee O  C 
StUdQnt   Bllls aPProved °y the state House would 
give   financial    aid    to   deserving    7 
aid studsnts. Seepage 
In the 
clutch 
JMU  beet Richmond 62-51, thanks to 
good    shooting    and    a    strong   "1 ^ 
defense. Sports, page 
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Snow drifts buried many cere this weekend, like this one In front of Keezell Hell. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
Tough traveling 
Bicycles et Duke Fine Arts Building would heve been 
—- eeeler to dislodge then the car above* but a rider 
would have found the roads treacherous. Friday's 
sidewalks were not eaey on Lenny Russell, either. He 
and hie crutches were on the wey from Miller Hell to 
Qlfford Hell. (Photos by Greg Fletcher, Yo Nagaya) 
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By GWEN FARISS 
For the first time since March 
1962, classes here were canceled 
Friday because of snow, said Fred 
Hilton, university spokesman. 
An announcement was made at 
10 a.m. that all classes had been 
canceled. The decision was made 
by President Ronald Carrier. It 
was only the second time in JMU 
history that snow forced cancella- 
tion of classes. 
"All classes and non-essential 
employees were released from 
work. Dining hall, campus police, 
and health services (employees) 
were here," Hilton said. 
Gibbons dining hall never 
could be closed down due to 
snow, he said. "Five thousand 
students need to eat. It (D-hall) is 
necessary." In case of emergency, 
Hilton said, alternate dining ar- 
rangements would be made. 
Hilton said he did not know the 
exact reasons for the class- 
cancellation decision but believed 
it was a combination of things. 
"It was obvious the snow was 
really bad. It was intense and get- 
ting worse. I understand it was so 
bad that students on campus were 
having trouble getting around," 
he said. 
Hilton has been with the 
university since 1972. He said he 
has seen such a heavy snowfall 
here before, but not one that ac- 
cumulated as quickly. 
In Saturday's Daily News- 
Record, the National Weather 
Service station at Dale Enterprise 
in Rockingham County said Fri- 
day's 20-inch snowfall broke the 
24-hour snowfall record for 
February. The previous record 
was 18 inches that fell on Feb. 4, 
188$. 
The all-time 24-hour snowfall 
record was set on Dec. 20, 1880 
when 24 inches of snow fell. The 
March 6, 1962 snowfall matched 
that record. 
Although the record snowfall 
gave JMU students a holiday Fri- 
day,  members of the buildings 
WU   Kiwi 
overtime 
V'Vrv       »■—»     «^      ..van 
j during the weekend. 
Buildings and Grounds 
Superintendent Phillip Deane said 
Saturday that due to last week's 
heavy snowfall, many workers 
had not gone home at all since 
Thursday night. 
These workers include people 
using tractors, snowplows. 
snowblowers, dumptrucks and 
shovels to remove snow. 
From the air, Sunday's enow looked like a mere dusting. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
Employee Edward Hammer 
said he worked 35 hours between 
Thursday night and Saturday 
afternoon. "I worked from seven 
•■t . *1»A mrtwiiaa .until nina mt Ml .IIV        •»»«•■ UIMK        «*..»..        ..*..«.       «.. 
night," he said. His usual hours 
are from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Snowblower operator Charles 
R. Hartment said, "I worked all 
night and all day today 
(Saturday)." 
Willie Rexrode, who has work- 
ed here four years, said it is the 
worst snowfall he has seen here — 
and it has created problems. 
"It's hard to move.  It's not 
moving like it should. And there 
have been breakdowns with the 
equipment," he said. 
He looked up from his shovel- 
ing at one point, pointed to a trac- 
tor nearby, and said, "the blade 
isn't made-tor the tractor." 
Bill Ward, foreman of the 
buildings and grounds garage, 
said although he hadn't worked 
extra hours, he had to work on 
Sunday. The garage maintains all 
university vehicles. It has had an 
extra workload because of the 
snow machines, he said. 
Deane said the crew members 
should be on a normal schedule 
after yesterday if there were no 
significant problems or major 
breakdowns. Although the begin- 
ning of the week will not be "nor- 
mal," there should not be too 
many major jobs to be done. 
However, extra cleanup will be 
done due to the piling of snow, he 
said. 
For many, the snow has been 
fun, but Hammer described it as a 
"nuisance." 
"I'll be glad to get there 
(home). I like the snow. I just 
don't like working in it," he* said.' 
— 
Time for a cold one 
The snow  sculpture that made  Spotswood  Hall 
famous. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
By USA JENNINGS 
Party time. 
When Harrisonburg's biggest 
snowfall in 21 years forced the cancella- 
tion of Friday's classes, students here 
had little to do and a reason to 
celebrate. 
Hundreds of snowbound students 
pulled sleds carrying cases of beer and 
chips bought from nearby convenience 
stores. 
"I started the day (Friday) with 50 
cases of Busch beer; by 11 a.m., it was 
gone," said Susan Spitler, manager of 
the Hop-In on Pleasant Hill Road. 
She said the store made what usually 
is three and one-half days' profit in 24 
hours. It was the storeys busiest day 
since Christmas. 
Jim Fewell, manager of Stop-In next 
to campus on Main Street, said his store 
sold all the beer and wine it had Friday. 
The store also sold all its potato chips. 
"It just shows you when you keep 
kids (out of classes) it's good for 
business," Fewell said. 
Wayne Baugher, owner of Midway 
Market on Warsaw Avenue, said his 
sales were 50 percent, higher than an 
average Friday. He said Midway sold 
all its kegs Friday. 
But two other merchants patronized 
by students were hurt by the storm. 
Luigi's Pizzeria on Main Street was 
closed all day Friday, said Manager 
Susan Wood. But Luigi's re-opened 
Saturday, she said. 
Four Star Pizza also was temporarily 
snowed under. Tom Wilson, manager 
and part owner, said once Four Star's 
cars were uncovered Friday afternoon, 
it resumed delivery — but sold only 
three pizzas. 
Happiness is an armful of beer. 
Snowbird 
It Isn't Maassnutten, but this small 
ski Jump near White Hall was 
enough to get Stephen Hargreaves 
Into the air. Snow-blocked roads 
kept crowds away from local slopes 
Friday, but driving conditions 
improved by Saturday. 
—-v (Photos by Yo Nagaya) 
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Transformer failure 
leaves city without light 
While Harrisonburg was digging 
itself out of 20 inches of snow Satur- 
day, a transformer failed and left the 
city and JMU without power for 
almost two hours. 
A Virginia Electric and Power 
Company spokesman said Vepco did 
not know why the transformer fail- 
ed, but did not think it was related to 
the snowstorm. 
Electricity failed at 1:50 p.m. and 
was restored at 3:30 p.m., when 
Vepco was able' to switch to a 
backup transformer. 
During the power outage an elec- 
trical short circuit brought smoke to 
a battery room in Wilson Hall. 
There was no fire, but smoke came 
from a box that operates JMU's 
telephone system, said Lt. DeRay 
Miller of the Harrisonburg Fire 
Department. 
The smoke probably was caused 
by the power outage, Miller said. 
He said no one was in the room. 
A campus police spokesman said 
no other damage occurred on cam- 
pus as a result of the power outage. 
But Saturday wasn't the only day 
last week that JMU felt powerless. 
Much of the campus was without 
power Thursday night when at least 
six electric motors burned out, said 
Phillip Deane, buildings and 
grounds superintendent. 
The failure occurred about 8:10 
p.m. and all power was restored by 
about 4:10 a.m. Friday, he said. 
Parts of the nine village dorms, 
the three lake dorms, the seven 
Hillside houses, Godwin Hall, and 
the Warren Campus Center were 
without power, he said. 
One line of a three-line circuit bet- 
ween the substation at the Physical 
Plant and the campus center burned, 
he said. He said he did not know the 
reason for the burn. 
Five buildings and grounds 
workers distributed the power over 
several other circuits so an overload 
would not result, Deane said. 
Because power was restored inter- 
mittently, dorms had their power 
restored at different times. 
Jim Sloman, a resident adviser of 
Hanson Hall, said power first failed 
there about 8:15 p.m. and affected 
only half the dorm. All power was 
shut down at 9:30 p.m., but Hanson 
was operating normally again about 
12:30 a.m., he.said. 
Lou Hedrick, head resident of Bell 
Hall, said the power was restored 
there by 4:20 a.m. 
"People were excited. A new thing 
happened. It was snowing ," 
Hedrick said. 
"There was no need to do 
anything drastic. Everything was all 
right," he said. 
Jamie Heltzel, head resident of 
Frederikson Hall, said, "It was in- 
teresting. (Power) did go out later at 
three or four (a.m.) A lot of people 
didn't realize the power was off 
because they were in bed, she said. 
But the power outage had an ef- 
fect on Frederikson even before the 
power was off there. There were "a 
lot of people," in the dorm, Heltzel 
said. "Visitors came from other 
dorms to see the (North Carolina- 
Virginia) basketball game. It was 
packed more than the Super Bowl." 
Stephanie Diesel, head resident of 
Dingledine Hall, said, "We called 
security as soon as (power) went off. 
We went through and told people to 
sit tight, that we knew, and not to 
worry." 
Staff reporters Gwen Fariss, Lisa 
Jennings and Ian Katz contributed 
to this article. 
'Visitors came from other dorms to see 
the (North Carolina-Virginia) basketball 
game. It was packed more than the 
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■We Da Luce. Man HiuauiHi 
"To the crest alone, chequered a< II It with 
ebuses. the world fs indebted lor til Ihe Irlum 
pht which neve been gained by reaton and 
humanity over arror and oppression " 
— jamaa Uaditon 
Tha Breeze la published Monday and Thurs- 
day evenings and Is distributed throughout tha 
Jamaa Madison University campus. 
Mailing address la The Breeze, communica 
lion arts department. JMU. Harrisonburg, VA 
22807 
For advertising, cell 43345M For editorlel 
ollices. call 4334127 
Comments and complaints may be directed 





The Branding Iron 
Wednesday, February 16 
Ladies Op Swimwear, 
Danskin Swimwear and 
Shorts 
Also, Many Mini Outfits 
Layaway Now For Spring Break 
Ik Body Sfcob 
The Purple Building On The Court Square 
2 North Main St.. Harrisonburg 
Open Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m. 
Open Daily 10 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. 
 Master Chorge ond Visa  
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED: Cost is 
•bout the same as a semester In a U.S. 
college: $3,189. Price Includes let round 
trip to Seville from New York, room, 
board, and tuition complete. Govern- 
ment grants and loans available for eligi- 
ble students. 
Live with a Spanish family, attend 
classes four hours a day, four days a 
week, four months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit 
(equivalent to 4 semesters taught in U.S. 
col leges over a two year time span). Your 
Spanish studies will be enhanced by op- 
portunities not available In a U.S. 
classroom. Standardized tests show our 
students' language skills superior to 
students completing two year programs 
In U.S. Advanced courses also. 
Hurry, It takes a lot of time to make all 
arrangements. 
SPRING  SEMESTER - Feb.   1  - June 
1 / FALL SEMESTER - Sept. 10 • Dec. 22 
each year. 
FULLY ACCREDITED - A program of 
Trinity Christian College. 
SEMESTER IN 
SPAIN 
For full information—write to: 
2442 E Collier S.E   Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506 
(A Program of Trinity Christian College) 
HEALTH CENTER HOURS 
7 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
433-6177 
   Birth Control Information 
433-6941 
Tues.&Thurs. 9 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Wednesday 9 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Visiting Hours 
7 days a week 6 p.m.- 8 p.m. 
Sat. & Sun. 2 p.m.- 4 p.m. 
Emergencies 24 Hours 
■I 
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Delegates approve aid bills 
Official here likes more money to fewer students 
By GWEN FARISS « 
The neediest, the brightest and the 
most willing-to-work college 
students would find financial aid in 
three bills approved by a House of 
Delegates committee Friday. 
The measures, sponsored by Sen. 
Adelard Brault, D- Fair fax, already 
have passed the state Senate. 
One bill would change financial 
aid distribution. This change would 
mean that about 10,000 students 
could get about $400 a year. Cur- 
rently 20,000 students get about $200 
a year. 
"I like the $200 increase," said 
John Sellers, JMU Financial aid 
director. "$200 to a student didn't 
really mean that much. It means 
more now. It was spread out too thin 
over the past. It will have a bigger 
impact now." 
With increasing funds going to 
fewer students, "It's better all the 
way around. Before it really wasn't 
helping anybody," he said. 
Under this bill, the grants would 
be awarded on financial need only 
after all other avenues of aid — stu- 
dent and parent contributions, loans 
and work-study — were exhausted. 
"I think the neediest (should 
receive) first. That's what financial 
aid is all about. For students who 
could not go to college if not helped 
in some way," Sellers said. 
Another bill approved by the 
House Education Committee would 
create a work-study program to pro- 
vide   students   with   salaried   jobs 
related to their field of study. 
"Work-study is a good thing," 
Sellers said. 
But Sellers said he did not think it 
was necessarily a better way to get 
aid. "It's part of a package — with 
loans and grants. It's a very accep- 
table way to finance," he said. 
"It's good from the work-ethnic 
standpoint. It's good that students 
are able to work, pay their way 
through college. 
"Some value education more if 
given the opportunity to work and 
pay their way through school," he 
said. 
"It (working) is an advantage over 
loans since you don't have to pay 
back," he said. 
The third bill is designed "to re- 
Flnanclal Aid Director John Sellers. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
tain the best and brightest high 
school students in Virginia," said 
Gordon Davies, director of the 
Council of Higher Education in 
Virginia. 
It would award grants, based sole- 
ly on scholastic merit, to about 50 
students a year, with at least 10 per- 
cent graduates of community col- 
leges. 
Sellers said he did not like this 
idea. 
"It's aimed at an elite group. Col- 
lege should educate larger groups 
than that," he said. 
Some 12,000 Virginia high school 
seniors left for out-of-state colleges 
last year, Davies said, and about 300 
went to the "prestigious schoiols of 
the Northeast and just south of us." 
These bills grew out of a study 
done by the state Council of Higher 
Education last year when the federal 
government seemed poised to cut 
federal student financial aid 
drastically. 
Davies said he expects the pro- 
gram would cost $750,000 in the first 
year and $3 million every year after 
that. The grants would be based on 
need, and Davies said he thinks 
about 5,000 Virginia students could 
earn about $1,000 each. 
Reports from Associated Press 
reporter R.D. Gersh were added to 
this article. 
Raise the age 
Harrisonburg's senator favors beer bill compromise 
By CAY FULTZ 
At least three senators, including the one who 
represents Harrisonburg and Rockingham 
County, favor an increase in the drinking age. 
"I'm going to support some increase (in 
age)," said Sen. Nathan Miller of the 26th 
-district. "I recognize the problem in colleges 
because I do have three colleges in my area 
(JMU, Bridgcwater College and Eastern Men- 
nonite College). I'm not out to penalize college 
students.'' 
The House of Delegates has passed a measure 
to set 21 as the legal age for buying or drinking 
alcohol. But a Senate committee killed Its own 
bill that would do just that. Now it is waiting 
with comnromissssnd arnendmems aimed at the 
House version. 
The Senate Rehabilitation and Social Services 
Committee seemed to bend more toward raising 
the off-premises age to 21 but leaving the bar- 
drinking age at 18 when it killed its own bill. 
The committee could possibly muster the 
votes to kill the bill again when it takes it up 
day, but at least a sub at a compromise seems 
more likely. 
Miller wants alcohol to be kept from un 
aged high school students But he said. "Ill 
it's ludicrous to say to people in college, the 
work force, or the military, 'You're not old 
enough to do that,' " Miller said. "I don't want 
prohibition." 
Miller advocates stiffening drinking statutes. 
He said he thinks toughening drinking statutes 
would address the problem of drunken driving 
better than raising the age. 
"I have very little sympathy for drunk 
drivers," he said. 
In a letter to the editor of The Breeze, Miller 
wrote, "... The one (approach) I prefer would 
allow on-premises consumption of beer for 
those 19 and older, but prohibit off-premises 
consumption for anyone under 21. 
In other states where the drinking age was 
raised to 21, ". . . resentmeni and angci uuiOiig 
teen-agers has led them to obtain beer illegally 
and to drink even more in defiance," Miller 
wrote. "We need to toughen the law, but we 
must be careful not to go to an extreme if it is a 
counterproductive one." 
Sen. William Truban. the Senate Republican 
party feeder representing 
vote for increasing the a< 
^Heularly care to set augh to 
Truban said raising the a* on't solve 
the nroblem 
"Some form of legislation will pass (in 
Senate)," he said. "I suspect they will raise the 
age somewhat. At least I hope so. You've got to 
teach these young people that alcohol is a 
dangerous chemical. We have to do something. 
"I realize it's like putting a barbed wire fence 
around James Madison," he said. _^ 
He said an educational approach would help. 
The problem is getting alcohol out of the hands 
of teen-agers, he said. 
An aide for Sen. Frederick Gray, a Democrat 
representing Chesterfield, said, "Sen. Gray has 
felt all along that it (the drinking age) should be 
21." Gray is a chairman of the Senate 
Rehabilitation and Social Serices Committee, 
which has been be dealing with the bill. 
Gray introduced Senate bill 21 that would 
place the age at 21, she said. 
Sen. Hunter Andrews, the Senate Democratic 
party leader representing Hampton, said, "I will 
not take a position on something I haven't 
seen 
He said fie thinks the bill will pass in Senate. 
"I think the real struggle is in committee," he 
Reports from Associated Press reporter R.D. 
Gersh were added to this article. 
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A telephone answering service 
about the Health Center's birth con- 
trol services is in operation. 
The answering service gives the 
birth control clinic's hours, instruc- 
tions to make an appointment, and 
numbers to call for counseling ser- 
vices or emergencies. 
The answering service operates 
during the center's non-operating 
hours, it was announced at a Health 
Advisory Board meeting Wednes- 
day. The number is 433-6941. 
The division of student affairs is 
seeking a person to fill the new posi- 
tion of health education specialist. 
This person would work with the 
Health Center to develop programs 
to raise student awareness of health 
practices. 
This person also would work with 
the dean of students' office in coor- 
dinating an optimal health program. 
The person would work with the 
counseling and development center. 
The board is continuing to work 
with the Communications and 
Public Relations Committee of the 
SGA to complete a survey of to find 
what students want to know about 
their health care. 
This information later will be used 
to compile a self-help pamphlet for 
students. The pamphlet might be 
printed during the summer and 
distributed in the fall, said Dr. Lacy 
Daniel, dean of students. 
Dr. Daniel also submitted a sug- 
gestion to create a form students 
would submit to teachers to verify a 
visit to the Health Center. This form 
would be proof that a student missed 
a class because of a visit to die 
Health Center. 
Currently, when students ask for 
excuses from doctors or nurses, they 
cannot receive one. But a professor 
can call to find if a student was a pa- 
tient at the Health Center.    *V 
The suggestion was submitted by 
Dr. Michael Wartell, dean of the 
College of Letters and Sciences. 
— Cay Fultz 
UPB announces 
1983*4 members 
Ten students have been chosen for 
the University Program Board's 
1983-84 committee. 
The new members were chosen 
Feb. 6 after being interviewed by the 
current board. 
The new members officially take 
their offices when students return 
from spring break in Mid-March. 
The new officers are Betty Jean 
Snapp, publicity chairwoman; Pam 
Cornett, coffee house chairwoman; 
Kevin Batde, minority programming 
chairman; Mary Ellen O'Connor, 
film chairwoman; Doug Miller, 
special events chairman. 
Also named were Lisa Imbriani, 
ticket chairwoman; Scott Myer, 
travel chairman; Rick Neary, house 
chairman; Jeff Williams, concert 
chairman; Sharon Tepper, secretary. 
Imbriani, Cornett and Tepper will 
hold the same positions they held 
this year. 
All the chairpersons are on the 
current publicity board. 
Doug  Huston,  a junior,  earlier 
had been chosen UPB's chairman. 
— Gwen Fariss 
SOUND CITY 
Visit Our Record & Tape Dept. 
Check Our Everyday Low Prices 
Plus Headquarters for 
TDK and Maxell Tapes 
ONKYO 
Onkye USA Corporation 
Technics 
103 S. Main St. 
[.■nMVMaaaaf 
THE  SOLID GOID SOUND    g~&&£ 
433-3533 
' I i  Rewards at NSA 
Computer Science-. 
I he National 
Security 
Agency 
U  ' ; ft 
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Find Out What Spring Break Is All About 
At The Commuter Student Committee 
Beach   &   Film   Festival   In   Q./S 
Theatre 
Movies Include: 




Time & Date: Feb. 20, Sun. 1-5 
Feb. 21, Mon. 7-12 
Admission: Canned Goods And Old Clothing To Be 
Given To The Salvation Army For Distribution To The 
Needy. 
Buy our Freshtastiks Food Bar™  at the regular 
price and get any one of these great meals for just 
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Limited lime offer at participating Bonanza restaurants in Blacksburg, 
Waynesboro, Harrisonburg, Danville, Roanoke, Staumon, Lynchburg, Salem, 
Richmond and Charlonesville, Virginia. 
Not good in combination with other offers. 
MATH & SCIENCE 
MAJORS 
the Air Force will  pay to 





AS AN AIR FORCE OFFICER AT FULL SALARY YOU WILL 
SPEND 18 MONTHS AT THE AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY EARNING AN ENGINEERING DEGREE. 
Contact Sergeant Ed Workman 
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Selling cards 
in a big way 
By TARA   RILEY 
Have you lost your heart in a big 
way? 
If you have, and want to express 
your feelings to your sweetheart on 
Valentine's Day, the American 
Greetings Card Company has 
something just right for you. 
It is two feet tall, one-and-a-half 
feet wide, costs $6 (plus 24 cents 
Virginia sales tax), and comes with 
an envelope. 
Yes, it's a card. But what a card. 
It is part of a line of Valentine's Day 
cards called Valentine Biggies that 
was first introduced three years ago. 
This year's Biggies come in two 
designs under the Americard line: 
one features Ziggy and the other a 
flock of penguins, but both have a 
humorous slant to their Valentine's 
Day best wishes. Another line of 
American Greetings cards, the 
Forget-me-not line, carries two 
designs of the Biggies. 
According to Ken Green, 
American Greetings Card regional 
supervisor for this area, "The sales 
appeal of these cards is to college 
students and young married 
couples." 
The college-student population in 
the Harrisonburg area is "one reason 
why the Biggies are being sold here. 
Besides the JMU Bookstore, these 
special Valentine's Day cards can 
also be found at the following stores: 
Kroger, Leggett Department Store, 
Nichols, Drug Fair, Dickson's Drug 
Store and the Bridgewater College 
Bookstore. 
The size and price of the card seem 
to place its significance somewhere 
above that of a standard greeting 
card, but not quite that of a gift. 
Testing done by American Greetings 
has shown that people usually do not 
buy the Biggies to mail, they give 
them personally. 
If you would like to send such a 
loving message to a sweetheart far 
away, though, it may be of interest 
to you to know that the first-class 
postage on a Biggie adds an addi- 
tional $2.30 to $3.07 to your ex- 
penses, depending upon how far 
away the card is sent. 
The Valentine's Day season is the 
largest selling season for greeting 
cards, according to a public rela- 
tions specialist for American 
Greetings, Anne Bradford. In- 
cluding boxed cards and wrapping 
paper sales, though, the Christmas 
season brings in more total profit. 
Bradford also stated that 
American Greetings Cards designed 
1,300 cards for the 1983 Valentine's 
Day season and the National 
Association of Greeting Card 
Publishers estimates that 930 million 
Valentine's Day cards will be ex- 
changed during this year's season. 
The appeal of the Biggies, accor- 
ding to one of the American 
Greetings' representatives for Har- 
risonburg stores, JMU-student 
Susan Crompton, "People are lean- 
ing towards more expensive cards 
and cards that will be kept, like the 
Biggies." 
JMU student Kay Mustin displays a Valentine Blgglee, from a line of 
cards put out by American Greeting Cards. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
Hello, young lovers, wherever you are 
By JIM DENERY 
"They're such a cote couple." 
How many times have we heard that about some 
beastly pairing? 
Remember your high school class' "Cutest Cou- 
ple," as proclaimed by your yearbook? At my 
school, she was cute, but he was an ape. She was 
the Homecoming Queen and he was an all-district 
safety. He looked better with his facemask on. I 
wonder if all cute couples end up the way they did. 
They got married, had a baby and got divorced all 
within a week after graduation. 
Couples can be so annoying to other people. 
There are many different types. 
on the rack 
One of the first kinds I ran into when entering 
college was the pair that would sit in the dining hall 
and feed each other. They were so sickeningly 
dependent on each other. 1 guess if one got sick 
and couldn't make it to dinner, the other one 
would go hungry. 
A closely related pairing is the couple that wears 
identical clothes, like twins. Can you see them call- 
ing each other up in the morning to see what the 
other one is wearing? Yech. 
There are the couples that call each other gross 
nicknames, also. Such names as lamby pie, baby 
dumpling and hairball. 
Then there are the couples that are just in- 
credibly passionate. A bucket of cold water won't 
stop them. That's nice for them, but embarrassing 
for me. I had a roommate who fell in this category. 
No matter where they were or who was there, he 
and his girlfriend would just go at it. 
I would do whatever I could to avoid being a 
voyeur to their passionate embraces. Whenever I 
would return to my room in the evening, I would 
announce myself as I headed for the door. 
Something like, "Well, I guess I'll be going into 
my room now. That's 313. Yep, that's what I'm 
going to do, go right into 313." Then I would fum- 
ble around with my keys to give them a little more 
time. Once, after performing this routine, I found 
the room pitch black. I assumed they weren't 
there, but when I turned on the light, there they 
were on the floor as hot and heavy as usual. I could 
have put my way through school by filming porno 
movies of them. 
The funny thing is, after stopping to talk for a 
few minutes, they broke up because they realized 
they had nothing else in common. 
Another reason I find couples so annoying Is 
that approximately half the time, they're fighting. 
That's when I get to play junior marriage 
counselor, as if I didn't have my own problems. 
I have a friend back home who is a married 
woman. From time to time, some jerks would 
spread rumors that we were having an affair. It 
didn't bother me too much as long as it didn't 
bother her 6-foot-5, 220 pound husband. 
One time it did bother me, though. She calls me 
up one day inviting me to join her for some drinks 
at a nearby bar. Being the great guy that I am, I 
say, "Sure. What the heck." I meet her at the bar. 
The first thing she tells me is she just had a fight 
with her husband. I don't know what about, but I 
instinctively become paranoid, I thought he might 
believe the rumors. I wasn't much help in solving 
her problem because half the time I was watching 
the door, expecting him to burst in, looking for my 
head. 
Another time, six of my friends join me at a bar. 
It turns out they're all having problems with their 
girlfriends and want my advice. 
I don't mind helping a friend out, but I never 
know what to tell people when they ask for my ad- 
vice on such matters. I guess they want an objec- 
tive third party, and nobody could be more objec- 
tive than me on this issue. What I usually tell them 
is, "Don't be a jerk," or "Give her a second 
chance." Great inspiration, huh? 
Today I would like to give some advice to lovers, 
though. It being Valentine's Day and all, I'd just 
like to say be nice to all your friends who helped 
you with your relationship. 
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cs4rts C& People 
Ai niversary party planned 
fo return from spring break 
sun-tanned and rested 
:s reluctantly return from Spr- 
ig Bftak, James Madison Universi- 
welcome them with a massive 
irthi y party celebrating its 75th 
nniv  sary. 
Go vin Hall will be the scene of 
le p ty March 14, Founders' Day, 
p.m. to midnight. For the 
rsl line in JMU's history, the en- 
re st dent body will get together to 
use oney for the Horizon Fund, 
hid  trovides student scholarships. 
Thi extravaganza wul feature a 
50-p ind-cake-cutting ceremony 
arrii Dr. Ronald E. Carrier. The 








ionately Yours, of Harrison- 
JM 's own Johnny  Carburetor^ 
id i Sparkplugs and the North 
arol a-based Johnny White and 
le ite   will   provide   music 
irou out the evening. Pat Butters 
ee and the three-man JMU's 
ates    Edition will perform a song 
written especially for this event. 
Ticket prices are $2 in advance 
and S3 at the door. 
Free collector's cups com- 
• memorating the bash will be given to 
everyone at the party. A special logo 
signifying the event and the date will 
be reprinted on the cups. "At the 
end of the celebration any cups left 
over will be destroyed in a special 
cup smashing ceremony," explains a 
press release. 
Art student Dave Moretti, 
designer of the logo, will receive a 
special prize during the cake cutting 
ceremony from Carrier. 
Many of the 150 student clubs and 
organizations will have fund-raising 
booths at the party, and a portion of 
their profits will be donated to the 
Horizon Fund. 
Tickets will go on sale Wednes- 
day, Feb. 16 in the Inter hall Council 
Office from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Tickets will 
also be available in the residence 
halls. 
\ 
Coming Attractions wins out over storm 
h 
to     wed by: 
C    UU.ES TAYLOR 
spite the ferocious 20 inches of 
that paralyzed  Harrisonburg 
sday and Friday, the cast of 
0   ing Attractions staged a hot 
in the Wampler Experimental 
kter this weekend. 
stage 
htten by Ted Tally, the produc- 
"ras directed by junior Wendy 
:ny. This was the third play that 
fny has directed at JMU. 
Mess than 49 roles are incredibly 
Piled by the eight actors who 
I Coming Attractions a compell- 
pd successful comedy. Each ac- 
kmed to not only enjoy his or 
Mes, but appeared to flow even- 
"i the bountiful comedy filtered 
every blink, nod and line. 
■ Coming Attractions, like most 
Iwhile comedies, has meaning 
jd every snicker. The play forces 
kdience to realize that in today's 
p, crime is viewed as a casual or 
lional form of entertainment. 
Fiminal is treated like a celebri- 
Icelebrity as in TV and movie 
^edia favorite and the excite- 
ment of the six o'clock news. 
This mood is reflected throughout 
the play's snappy hour and 45 
minutes with fun bits of song and 
dance, dazzling lights and a general 
tone something like "The Carol 
Burnett Show" — except that there's 
a message. 
The two leads were admirably fill- 
ed by sophomore Sarah Motes as 
Marty and freshman Michael 
Sullivan as Lonnie. These are the on- 
ly performers with only one role in 
the play. 
Motes, in her fourth JMU stage 
role, possessed the stage presence to 
bring immediate attention to the 
bold character she plays and to her 
own abilities as an actress. Marty is 
the talent agent for Lonnie, the 
criminal she creates and turns into a 
star. Hardened by the drive for suc- 
cess and a quick buck, she never 
opens to the sensitivity that Lonnie 
eventually needs. This lack of depth 
in the character is frustrating for the 
audience, though Motes brings out 
every quality in Marty that the script 
allows. 
The only disappointment in 
Motes' character is that Motes' beau- 
ty is only allowed to blossom in the 
final scene of the play, in which she 
leads the east in an absurdly peppy 
song and flance preluding Lonnie's 
armchair execution. Motes was 
choral director for the play, proving 
that her talents lie beyond the stage. 
Michael Sullivan had his fourth 
JMU role playing the lead character, 
Lonnie. Sullivan transforms his 
boyish, all-America looks to become 
a character who accepts the brutal 
murder of almost 30 people as a sim- 
ple means of becoming significant 
and rich. 
But unlike the character of Marty, 
Lonnie -ievelops a sensitivity to what 
he's done in life, allowing Sullivan to 
show several facets of his character. 
This he does comfortably and con- 
vincingly. If Sullivan plans on 
becoming a mainstay of JMU 
theater, there should be a lot to look 
forward to in the nsxt three years. 
Missy Mayers, a sophomore who 
has performed in three JMU stage 
productions, shone as the most suc- 
cessful comic element of the play. 
Even without lines, Mayers would be 
a successful actress, because it is 
primarily through her facial expres- 
sions and gestures that she gives each 
portrayed character a sparkling set 
of individual traits. 
Particularly arresting was her role 
as an errand girl, a small part in 
which Mayers wears cat eye glasses 
that won't stay on her nose and coils 
her voice into an obnoxious whine. 
Mayers is able to show character 
development in her role of Miss 
America, an important influence 
who became Lonnie's wife. Still, her 
best performances were in roles that 
allowed complete comic stereotyp- 
ing. 
McNeny's tight discipline is ob- 
vious within some intricately blocked 
scenes which were executed with 
skill, particularly a scene in which 
Sullivan and Mayers had to perform 
every move in a two-minute stretch 
backwards. Another scene with 
Anne Boyd, Mike Mannarino and 
Bruce Taylor demonstrates careful--.x 
timing as Sullivan is being inter- 
rogated for insanity. Cast members 
Karen Blakely and Ramsay Mid- 
wood also showed skill within the 
production. polished 
Music added another spectacular 
dimension to Coming Attractions, 
especially since the recorded tracks 
accompanying the play arrived only 
three days before the opening. While 
the singing was inconsistent with 
some characters' acting abilities, its 
general effect was successful. 
The set was simplistic, props 
minimal, but both adequate. 
After watching the dazzle, the fun 
and the talent present in Coming At- 
tractions, only one disappointment 
hazes one's mind: why couldn't this 





^   proudly presents 
TUES. 15th: "RIPCORDS" 
$2.00 cover 
WED. 16th: "AXLE" 
$2.00 cover with student I.D. 
Happy Hour 7 p.m.-2 a.m. 
THURS. 17th: "SPACE SHARKS" 
434-9233 
Try Our Subs & Sandwiches 
29 South Liberty St.        One Block From Court Square 
■ 
« 
TRAVEL IN SPAIN 
STUDY 
UNIVERSITY OF SALAMANCA 
June 27- August 8, 1983 
Program & Arrangements through Casa 
del Greco 
Write or call 
J. N. Conis 433-6327, 434-6425 or 
A. Armando del Greco, Professor Emeritus 
12 Canterbury Road 
Chariottesville, Va. 22901 
(804) 293-3755 




• TENDER STEAK, LIGHTLY BREADED, AND SMOTHERED IN 
OUR OWN SPECIAL RECIPE COUNTRY MILK GRAVY 
• FRENCH FRIES (OR BAKED POTATO AFTER 5PM) 
• TOASTED GRECIAN BREAD 
• ALL THE SOUP AND SALAD YOU CARE TO EAT 
• FEATURING SHONETS 
OWN HOMEMADE CABBAGE BEEF SOUP 
e*£ 
•five f£ *we 
\    w m€m.      % •   Newsedito 
1 O* 
^fr t& 
Learn: Spend March 1983 through 
March 1984 learning journalism the 
best way possible — working on an 
award-winning newspaper. Summer 
work is not required. 
Earn: All positions shown here are 
paid. Si 
Where,   when   and   how: 
Resumes should be sent to Chris 
Kouba, The Breeze, communication 
arts department by 5 p.m. Friday. 
These will be given to the 1983-84 
editor, who will be chosen this week. 
Cover letters and writing samples 
are welcome, but are not required. 
e i r 




Columnists „ tJ 
Sports editor 
Assistant sports editor 
Writers 
• Photography editor 
• Photographers 
• Art editor 
• Artists 
• Copy editors 
• Paste-up personnel 
• Ads design manager 
• Ads designers 
• Ad salespeople 
• Subscription manager 
•  Driver 
• Features editor 
• Assistant features editor 
• Writers I 
• Wire editor 
• Production manager 
• Assistant production managers 
• Announcements typist-paste-up 
• Typists 
• Business secretary 
9  Editorial secretary 
Final deadline 
for applica- 











Lorenzo da Ponte 
February23, 1983 at 8 p.m. 
Latimer-Shaeffer Theater 
Admission $3.00, $4.00 






Sheraton offers luxury rooms, nun*, and an indoor pool. YouII find ample 
to elegant dining in our Olympic Room 
and nightly entertainment in our pop- 
ular Winners' Lounge. Ask about our 





Limit - One per Family (double occu- 
pancy only). Not valid With any other 
form of discount. Coupon expires 
xl weekends only April 30, 1983. Good
(Fri - Sal - Sun) 
and baaed upon availability. 
Mutt be presented upon check in 
Sheraton 
Hairisonburg Inn 






JMU 62, UR 51 
Clutch free throws key to 
much-needed road win 
By DANNY FINNEGAN 
RICHMOND — Clutch free throw 
shooting and a strong defense down 
the stretch enabled the JMU men's 
basketball team to hold off the 
University of Richmond 62-51 in the 
Robins Center. 
JMU made 13 of 14 free throw at- 
tempts in the last eight minutes of 
the game and 13 of the Dukes' final 
19 points came on free throws. 
"We hit the key free throws and 
layups down the stretch and I 
thought we played excellent defense 
in the second half," said JMU coach 
Lou Campanelli. "The defense kick- 
ed over some turnovers and got some 
steals for the easy basket." 
"It wasn't pretty, but we'll take 
it," said Campanelli, whose team 
had lost its last three road games and 
is 4-8 away from the Convocation 
Center this year. 
"This was a courageous effort. 
With six minutes minutes left I said 
to the team 'Fellas, we're not playing 
great, but let's gut it out' and we 
did." 
The Dukes were forced into the 
position of having to gut this game 
out instead of simply waltzing to vic- 
tory when center Dan Ruland fouled 
with just under 12 minutes remain- 
ing. 
Ruland had been awesome on of- 
fense before picking up his fifth 
foul. He scored 23 points in 23 
minutes as he hit on 10 of 13 shots 
from the field and three of four from 
the foul line. 
Ruland scored seven of JMU's 
first nine points and had IS in the 
first half to help the Dukes to a 31-27 
lead at the intermission. 
Before Ruland fouled out JMU 
scored 43 points, without him the 
Dukes could only come up with 19. 
JMU went nearly 10 minutes without 
a field goal after Ruland left the 
game. 
Ruland opened the second half 
with a short jumper and a tip-in to 
put the Dukes up by eight points. 
With 12:21 remianing in the se- 
cond half, Ruland scored on another 
tip-in to give JMU a 10-point lead, 
43-33. 
But Ruland picked up his fourth 
and fifth fouls on Richmond's next 
possession in a span of 10 seconds. 
Richmond then scored the next 
Dan Ruland had 23 points In 23 mlnutas before fouling out Saturday 
night. (File photo) 
nine points to cut the JMU lead to 
one at 43-42. A steal by David Du- 
pont set up two Derek Steele free 
throws to give JMU a 45-42 lead 
with 7:45 left. 
Richmond's   freshman   forward 
John Newman hit one of two free 
throws to cut the lead to two. Rich- 
See CLUTCH, page 15 
G 
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Scores 17 in Dukes' win 
Fisher finds early-season form 
Charles Fisher la currently ninth In the na- 
tion In free throw percentage, (file photo) 
By DANNY FINNEGAN 
Charles' Fisher started this season with high 
hopes. 
He wanted to be the man to replace Linton 
Townes in the JMU offense. The man who loosen- 
ed up zones with his outside shooting, the man 
who could always get that quick basket when the 
Dukes needed it. 
Fisher led the Dukes in scoring the first two 
games of the season. After four games the Dukes 
were 3-1 and Fisher led the team in scoring average 
(12.5), field goal percentage (a sizzling 60.6) and 
free throw percentage (90.9). 
But suddenly things went wrong for Charles 
Fisher and the JMU basketball team. In the next 
nine games, Fisher scored in double figures just 
twice and the Dukes lost six of those games. 
Entering Saturday's game with Richmond, 
Fisher was averaging just 10.6 points and his field 
goal percentage had slipped all the way to 43.3. 
But Charles Fisher relieved some of the pressure 
he has been feeling the past few weeks with a fine 
performance against Richmond. 
Fisher made five of nine shots from the field and 
seven of eight from the line to score 17 points in 
JMU's 61-52 win. 
"I needed a game like this. It's hard to get in a 
groove so I needed a game like this to get my con- 
fidence back. Hopefully I can maintain this level 
of intensity for the rest of the season. 
"The thing I haven't been doing is playing with 
consistency, and that has really bothered me." 
It was Fisher and backcourt partner Derek Steele 
whom provided JMU with most of its offense after 
Dan Ruland fouled out with 12 minutes left. 
Steele scored all nine of his points after Ruland 
fouled out and Fisher had six as the two combined 
for 15 of JMU's last 19 points. 
The two were especially tough at the line in the 
last eight minutes as Steele hit five of six and Fisher 
tour of four. 
"I'm not worried about free throws," said 
Fisher, ranked ninth in the nation in free throw 
percentage in the NCAA's most recent statistics. 
Fisher is, however, worried about the rest of the 
JMU season. 
"This game is a confidence builder for the whole 
team. We proved we can win on the road. We're 
going into the last six games before the tournament 
and I want to play the way 1 know I can." 
'•   a 
Dukes top S.C. State 
in final dual match 
By TIM DANCY 
On Sunday afternoon, the 
JMU wrestlers ended their dual 
meet season with an impressive 
comeback win, defeating South 
Carolina State of the Mid-East 
Athletic Conference 24-20. 
Wrestling in the Dukes' prac- 
tice room in Godwin Hall, the 
two teams were deadlocked at 
20-20 entering the final match 
of the day. 
JMU heavyweight Dave 
Stanton broke the tie and gave 
the Dukes their with his 13-3 
win over SCSU's Randy Keitt. 
Stanton fell behind early as 
Keitt got the fust takedown, 
but Stanton escaped and took 
Keitt to his back for a three- 
point near fall. 
Stanton's match was never in 
question after the nearfall as 
Stanton scored almost at will. 
His 13-3 win gave the Dukes a 
4-point major decision, and the 
24-20 victory. 
After his win, Stanton said, 
"The conditions were not all 
that great. We were ready to 
wrestle them Friday night, but 
we were down today. They im- 
pressed me very much." 
The match had been schedul- 
ed for Friday night but was 
postponed because of the snow. 
Howard University was also 
scheduled to wrestle, but they 
were not able to travel because 
of the weather. 
The Dukes finished the dual 
meet portion of their schedule 
%with a 6-5-1 record. This 
weekend JMU hosts the Eastern 
Regional Championships in the 
Convocation Center. 
The victory helped the Dukes 
rebound from Wednesday 
night's loss to VMI and the loss 
of freshman Tony Gentile. 
Gentile partially tore a ligament 
in his right knee against the 
Keydets and is out for the re- 
mainder of the season. 
Against SCSU, the Dukes fell 
behind 11-0 and did not score 
until the 134-pound match. 
when Alex Boyer beat SCSU's 
Tim Gilbert 7-5. The match was 
Boyer's first of the semester 
after sitting out with a broken 
ear. 
After Bob Carmichael won 
by forfeit at 142 pounds, 
JMU's Gary Webb pounded 
Darrell Johnson at 150 pounds, 
winning 20-4. The win gave the 
Dukes a 5-point superior deci- 
sion and put them ahead for the 
first time at 14-11. 
SCSU came back and won 
the next three matches, jumping 
ahead of the Dukes 20-14 with 
only two matches remaining. 
Wrestling at 190 pounds, 
JMU freshman Dukes* Phil 
Rice fell behind 2-0 as SCSU's 
Vincent Mitchell quickly got the 
first takedown. 
But Rice escaped, took Mit- 
chell down, and then stunned 
the small crowd by pinning Mit- 
chell with fifteen seconds re- 
maining in the first period. 






"•yw i*     H IH r     •   p» tp 
Jackson ... 26       1-1 04 4     13 2 
Bradlay.... 31       24 1-2 2     4    2 5 
Ruland .... 23   10-13 3-4 3     1    6 23 
"*•»  30      S-0 7-8 3     1     2 17 
s<Mla  20      2-4 54 3     2    1 8 
Dupont .... 20       0-4 0-0 315 0 
Donohoa .. 16      0-2 04 3     10 0 
Masloff.,., 10      04) 44 10     1 4 
E»ch  9       1-1 04 10    2 2 
TOTAL* 200  21-30 20-24 27   11   21 02 
Richmond 61 
fg ft 
"•W mln     m-a m-a rap* H» 
Newman... 30     3-10 54 5     1     1 11 
Dootsy •  .. 12      1-1 04) 10    0 2 
PWl'  30      4-8 4-8 4     18 12 
Johnson ... 24       1-4 00 0     0    2 2 
Bethaa 33     M4 4-8 8     1     3 16 
2J*-  22       1-4 2-2 3     2    2 4 
Bechwlth .. 21       0-1 Ol 10    4 0 
I™*1"  11       1-2 00 2     0    0 2 
°M*  3      0-1 00 000 0 
Tucker .... 2      0-1 OO 0     0    0 0 
TOTAU 300   1043 16-10 tl     6  16 51 
Intramurals     . 
ia—aaaaaa—a—aaaaaaa—aa—I      1 ■ 
The intramural skiing champion- 
ships held at Massanutten last week 
JMU announces 11 
football scholarships 
The James Madison University 
football team announced the signing 
of 11 high school seniors to scholar- 
ships last week. 
Wednesday, Feb. 9th was the first 
day high school seniors could for- 
mally accept scholarship offers. 
Offensive players signed by JMU 
were wide receiver Leon Watts from 
Brookville High School, wide 
receiver-defensive back Arnold 
Grevious from Granby High, offen- 
sive lineman Lawrence Olds from 
George Washington-Danville (win- 
ner's of this year's Virginia AAA 
high school championship), offen- 
sive   lineman   Chris   Kepley   from 
Patrick Henry-Roanoke, offensive 
lineman Dean McCullough -of High 
Point, N.C., and offensive lineman 
Dale Hennigan from Pittsburgh. 
The Dukes signed five defensive 
players — defensive lineman Emmitt 
Thomas of Highland Springs, defen- 
sive lineman Keith Gilliam of, 
Winston-Salem, N.C., defensive 
end-linebacker Wayne Robinson of 
I.C. Norcom, linebacker David 
Brooks of Great Bridge and defen- 
sive back Chris Jacobs of Potomac. 
The Dukes still hope to sign a few 
more players this year according to 
JMU Sports Information Director 
Rich Murray. 
Clutch 
(Continued from page 14) 
mond then had three chances to tie 
the game at 45 but the Spiders miss- 
ed two shots and turned the ball over 
once. 
Steele then hit five straight points 
to put JMU ahead 50-45 with 1:57 
remaining in the game. 
Richmond twice cut the lead to 
three but the Spiders could get no 
closer as Charles Fisher scored six of 
JMU's last 12 points. 
Besides Ruland's 23 points Fisher 
had 17 points for the Dukes. Derek 
Steele had nine points, all of them 
coming after Ruland fouled out. 
"It's nice to win one on the road 
for a change," said Ruland. The 
Dukes had lost their last three road 
games and are 4-8 away from the 
Convocation Center. 
"That was a good road win for 
us," Campanelli said. "This kind of 
game can be a confidence builder. I 
just hope this helps us in the tourna- 
ment." 
JMU has only six games before 
the EC AC South Tournament, 
which will be be held in the Robins 
Center. Fourtunately for JMU, five 
of its remaining games are at home, 
where JMU is 8-1 this year. 
Tonight at 7:30 the Dukes enter- 
tain American University. Wednes- 
day JMU travels to George Mason 
University for its last road game of 
the year. 
The Dukes close out the season at 
home with games against the College 
of William and Mary, East Carolina 
University, U.S. International and 
Richmond. 
were dominated by the Tau Kappa 
Epsilon fraternity and the Sigma 
Kappa sorority. - 
Pat Cooke of TKE won the men's 
individual title. Glen Shuck and Dan 
Slover, both of TKE, placed second 
and third respectively. 
Kris O'Krepky, Paula Glenn, 
Lynne Bowman and Sherri Andrews 
swept the top four places to lead 
Sigma Kappa to its victory. 
In intramural free throw shooting, 
Michael Hichwa hit on 48 of 50 at- 
tempts — including all of his last 25 
— to win the competition. 
Wrestling 
JMU 24, 8.C. State 20 
116 — Gordon (S) p. Nocan, 4:18 
126 — Graham (S) d. Harrlgan, 22-8 
134 - Boyar (J) d. Ollbart, 7-6 
142* — Carmlchael (J) won by tortalt 
150 — Webb (J) d Johnaon, 20-4 
150 - Jamaa (8) d. Balr, 6-7 
167 - Boot- (S) d. ChaaM. 4-3 
177 — Bullatd (S) d. Stewart, 14-7 
100 - Rica (J) p. MttehaM, 2*5 
Hvw - Stanton (J) d. Kaltt, 138 
Kay - d -daemon, p -pin 
Men' s basketball totals 
Player St*** <0m-«8« pet ftm-tta pet. rab. aag-      Mat. to •tl. P*»- **B- 
Banks.... 2-0 00 00.0 04 00.0 0 0.0            0 1 0 0 0.0 
Bolar .... 16-7 21-81 41-2 10-16 62.8 37 2.1             4 12 3 52 2.8 
Bradley   .. 20-14 44-80 56.0 1842 58.3 63 3.2           28 32 6 106 5.3 
Donohoa . 16-1 35-83 42.2 12-23 66.7 46 2.8           13 18 4 62 SI 
Dupont ... 21-12 47-108 43.5 18-27 70.4 61 3.8           41 41 28 113 5.4 
Each  20-2 0-28 34.6 2-7 26.6 25 14             6 a 3 20 1.0 
Fishsr  21-20 82-187 43.8 65-71 80.1 40 1.8           53 so 23 226 10.8 
Hughes  .. 8-1 6-13 46.2 1-2 50.0 4 0.8             0 1 0 13 2.8 
Jackaon. 16-10 29*0 48.3 14-28 534 64 3.6           12 24 10 72 4.0 
Maaloff  .. 140 5-18 26.3 13-14 82.0 6 0.8             2 7 1 23 1.6 
Moatan... 2-0 1-1 100.0 0-1 00.0 2 1.0            0 1 0 2 1.0 
Ruland ... 21-20 124-230 53.0 71-00 76.0 147 7.0           13 46 8 318 18.2 
Steele 2V12 62124 50.0 40-37 70.2 44 2.1           56 44 30 164 74 
Williams. 164 22 56 38.3 6-10 80.0 31 1.8             1 12 6 SO 3.1 
'TOTAL* 4*7-1036 464 270476 71.4 64* 30.8         228 288 138 1244 58.2 
Women's basketball totals 
Playat ep-»» tgrn-fga pet ftm-fta pet rab. avg.       Mat to all. pta. ■*B- 
Baumg'nar 164 7-21 33.3 44 60.0 8 0.3             0 15 3 18 1.1 
Bloae .... ISO 20-41 48.8 64 62.5 21 12           13 20 3 45 2.5 
Daren  18-13 48-123 30.0 1446 40.0 87 5.4           10 51 8 110 6.1 
Flynn .... 
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Jamaa ... 16-16 115-225 45.1 3743 68.8 168 10.8           17 52 17 267 16.7 
Manolskl . 16-18 07-251 38.6 02-107 868 8* 6.4           3/ S3 11 268 18.8 
Maradan.. 184 844 23.8 13-21 618 58 31             7 22 6 28 1-8 
Meadows . 2-2 13-16 72.2 11-14 7*8 22 11.0            4 13 2 37 1*5 
Taylor.... SO 34 60.0 04 00.0 5 1.0            0 3 0 • 1.2 
TOTJ ALS 43-10*4 41J TOP 3*2 ISO 1117 82.1 
\i 
K*V — 8P-0» — games playad-gamaa atarlad; fgm-fga — (laid goals made-field goairattamptad; pet. — flaw goal 
parcantaga; ftm-fta — free throws mada-frae throwa attamptad; pet. — fraa throw percentage; rab. - nsOounda; 
avg. — rebounds par gsme; asst  — Malsls. to — tunrovars; Ml. — steals; pta. — points; svg — points DOT game 
| 
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The Generic Collegian 
CMXK.im. ME IT ISN'T 
-rfiue. YOUR CLOTM&% 
you/?   HAIR... 
THAT'S RIGHT MILES.TVE 
QEEH   DF-PREPPeO. 
HO fWE 220DS, MO MORE 
BmOtJ DOW\& NO MORE 
HOW? 
XT tMSN*r FAST. XT TOOK 
FCOR NSBK5 4T * fltWTC" 
Cl/A«e  kt«BF WF MD 
TO TMJCWOA^rS *T £/S4 
BKNB/tCH RjSJERS MO 
5FT otf? TdPsibeRs ON 
RUE. 
by Chris Whelpley 
8trr CWC&'PREPP/e' 
/S  MOREThANJVST 
CLoTH&tTT* M ATTrnCe: 
HOW t>0 "TOU DESTROY 
AN   ATTITVDEr 
classified 
Classified ada In The Breeze cost $1 
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words, 
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance 
payment Is needed. 
Deadline* are noon Friday for 
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for 
Thursday's Issue. Ads may me mailed to 
The Breeze, communication arts depart- 
ment, Jamea Madison University, Har- 
rlsonburg VA 22807, or may be delivered 
to The Breeze office In the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, at Grace and South 
Main streets. 
Categories include personals, for sale, 
for rent, help wanted, services, wanted, 
roommates, lost, and found. 
Help wanted 
Proceea mall at homel $30 per hundred! 
No experience. Part or full time. Start Im- 
mediately. Details, send self-addressed, 
stamped envelope. Haiku Distributors, 
115 Walpalanl Rd., Haiku, HI 96708. 
Overseas Job* — Summer/year round. 
Europe, S. Amer.. Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. 
Free Info. Write UC, Box 52-VA, Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625.  
Services 
Abortion — outpatient services, birth 
control and options counseling. Strictly 
confidential. Hagerstown Reproductive 
Health Services — a clinic for women. 
Conveniently located near 1-81 In 
Hagerstown, MD. For Information or ap- 
pointment call collect (301) 733-2400. 
Typing Service — 19 years experience. 
.90 per page. Mrs. Price, 879-9938.  
Professional Interior painting. Quality 
work at affordable prices. 8 years ex- 
perience. Free estimates. No )ob too 
small. Kevin, 433-3157.  
Unique opportunity for art students to 
participate In summer apprenticeship 
program with leading European profes- 
sionals in rural England while earning six 
State University of New York credits. 
Details: Art Department, Rock land Com- 
munity College, 145 College Road, Suf- 
fern, New York, 10901.  
Pig Roael Barbeques. Experienced with 
references. Book early. 703-828-6802 
The Public Stenographer. Resumes, 
papers, dissertations. 433-9212.  
Typing, reasonable rates, only one day 
notice needed. Call Ellen, 433-1093. 
 Lost  
Small maroon wallet containing pictures 
and Identification. Jackie, 4014. 
Found 
Gold chain bracelet Feb. 5, in X lot. Call 
Debbie, 4352.  
Contac lenses found at Midway Market. 
For sale 
Morbid Comics by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland 
rMEUO Wtvuo!-. FIRST, Lewne SAY 
irt GREAT TO BE HEW. «M  ME<f 
Y*WC. 80V. IATMM  A FurJ  IDUffJ 
OR WHAT?/ 'TuMNrtA 
THAMK YOV fcR C0MIN6 
Ttfrtkmr HvT UFMrW   SifiTAtK, 
Plf.A5g, r*f~'  FLASH CAWFr?AS... 
OK?... 
Surplus )eeps, cars and trucks available. 
Many sell for under $200. Call 
312-742-1142 ext. 5090 for Information on 
how to purchase. 
Graham's Shoe Service has a free pair of 
boots for you when buying two pair Gals 
and guys Western, Insulated and work 
boots. Bring a friend. 111 North Liberty 
otre©i. 
Firewood — Winter's a long way from be- 
ing over. Get seesoned. split oak 
delivered for $55/ cord, $35/half cord. If 
you pick up, save $10 to $15. 434-2451 
after 3 p.m. and weekends. 
For rent 
Ul!U Q",rdT?# AP»rtm«nte. Students 
$222 per month. All utilities Included 1 
Su^Sn^r^ ~°n JMU b- 
w* 
classified   JJ /   /.    >  <j\ 
nimoui   Vlsttora:   Rant   Madmaniitt.n V/CMCIILIIIKZ       O       "tCXC* Ca p s i it rs: e t saanutte  
chalet. Rat*: Weekends, weekdays, 
weekly. 434-5259.  
Need 1 parson for Immediate occupancy 
In Squire Hill. $125 a month plus utilities. 
Call Dave or Tim, 434-0828.  
Affordable, luxurious and fully furnished 
towrrhouse for JMU students. Walk to 
campus. 896-1500 or 1-656-2181 and ask 
for Rich Church or Dave Perault.  
Wanted 
Writer for Sci-fl adventure stories. Call 
433-2169 after 7 p.m. Mon-Frl.  
Avon representatives needed! If In- 
tereated call Debbie at 433-7297.  
Local serious Top 40/Variety band seek- 
ing a sax player — vocalist. Male or 
female. Call 433-3785.  
Personals 
Welcome new 3PE pledges I Mitch An- 
drew, Kent Boerner, David Dees, Scott 
Frledel, Steve McMahan, Kyle Mills, Bob 
Parr, Steve Weldenmuller, Bruce Wilson 
and Bill Wright. Good luck guysl Love, 
SPE Little Sisters. 
Congratulations Lambda Chi Alpha — 
1982-83 IFC Sports Champions. You're 
the greatest! Love ya, Lambda Chi Little 
Sisters. 
Rlpcords: Live punk at the Other Place1 
Tuesday, February 15. 
Little Sisters of SPE would like to wish 
those brothers born In February a Happy 
Birthday — John Jesse, Mike Lowry and 
Mark Walz.  
Oh Hel — Hope you fall madly In love on 
your birthday! See you at the wedding! 
Happy 21. Sandl and her Nannie. 
Rlpcords — Tuesday, February 15th at 
The Other Place. $2 cover. 434-9233. 
Johnny Sportcoat and the Casuals — Fri- 
day, February 25th at The Other Place. 
434-9233.  
Judy — You know you're a terrific sister 
and I love you very much. I hope your 
20th birthday if fantastic. Love, Judy's 
Little Sister. 
Betty Crocker — The best things In life 
come when you least expect them! Sur- 
prised? Well, surprises are like friends — 
they're there when you need them! Hap- 
py 20th year! Cartmda.  
For sale — Snow! Limited supply! 
Cheap! Free delivery! Contact Jack Frost 
Inc., 5268.  
To Qlorla/SyhHa — Hope you B.D. 
dreams come true! E.L.T.  
To the Irish Codfish - Glad you finally 
have a real "mistake!" Join the 
club/sorority. Epeilon Lambda Tau. 
Imp Wb — Army MP's are okay, what 
about the JMU MP7 MP can't live on 
drugs alone. E.L.T. 
ly personals u
Personals delayed by 
mall Decease of snow 
will be printed Tnurs- 
d«y. 
Happy Valentine* Day to the guys of 
White A section. Hope you enjoyed Hap- 
py Hour! Love, 3rd Floor Eagle.  
Hoc It's yet another Valentines Day and I 
love you more than ever. You'll always be 
my sweetheart. Love, Deb.  
Laura and Dl: You two crazy sultemates 
try and have a good V.D. and don't catch 
anything. Deb and Fred.  
Hansonltes who throw snowballs at our 
window — why don't you two come up 
sometime! The 3rd floor Fredettee. 
To my favorite AST: Happy Valentines 
Day Mom! Love, Ted.  
A303 — Happy Valentine's Day to a great 
8ultel Love ya all, CP.  
To my favorite AST other than my Mom: 
Happy Valentines Day to you AND bun- 
ny. Quess Who. ^_ 
Chrispy, It took a goofy freshman to 
fulfill your dreams after two years. I'm 
glad I'm the one. Happy Valentines Day. I 
love you always. Suprise three. Your 
Hamburger Woman. 
BRB: Nobody does It better. Baby you're 
the best! SB.  
Penny — You are very special. Happy 
Valentines Day. Love, I.E.  
Terry, I can't say enough about you ex- 
cept that I love you so much. Happy 
Valentines Day. Vaughn.  
Susie, Tee Hee girlie, give up them pan- 
ties! Here's hoping that your Valentine's 
Day is as happy as mine. Set those sails 
for spring break! Happy Valentines Day!! 
J.W.  
Lisa, Happy Valentines Day!! Thanks for 
the BEST 5V» months of my life. I hope 
we'll always be together. All of my love 
forever. J.W.  
Who are you? Last Thursday morning at 
P.O. you asked man with tote of letters 
the time. Would like to talk with you. Call 
John at 433-8294.  
Russ loves you too, Amyl  
Jackie T: I she tedu. 
Charles Chrlssey — Je t'alme. Votre 
petite chou. Renee.  
Rob: My Valentine to you Is my love. Lady 
ADD Sister Moms: Dawn, Susan and Cin- 
dy. Have a fabulous Valentines Day. Love 
ya, Bonnie, Kriatlna and Michelle. 
Bebe — I just want to say on this Valen- 
tines Day: I love youl Please be my valen- 
tine! Ho.  
Kelly — February 14 is more than Valen- 
tine's Day to me. I love you twice as 
much as last Valentine's Day but only 
half aa much as next Valentine's Day. 
Ron.  
Roderick Leveme Rohrer (alas Theta Ghl 
super stud, Baby blue, and Hlchey chest). 
You're the "Man on my Mind" because 
I'm so "Truly In Love with you. Boy." "I've 
been waiting for a guy like you to come 
Into my life". Happy Valentine's Day, 
Sweetheart. "Babe, I love you." Hazel 
Eyes. 
Kurt O. — How shy are you anyway? 
Happy Valentines Day.  
HI Funny Valentine! Luv from Indian Ter- 
ritory! Any smoke signals visible from 
Eagle 113? Best wishes from Sugar Dad- 
dy, Big Mama and Fat Cat.  
How about getttlng your Valentine a 
cranberry scrub suit for the 14th? On sale 
In P.O. lobby Feb 14-18!  
Glnny — Much love...Much 
happines...For the joy of "making 
angles", crlbbage and "taking full ar- 
tistic advantage" of The Midnight 
Lithographer.  
Trim — Happy Valentines Day. I love you 
lots! Kim.  
Den — You know I know I've never known 
nobody, nobody like you...Happy Valen- 
llnes Day! S2.  
Eric, You're the best! Be my Valentine. 
Love. Me. X.  
Lisa — Thanks for putting up with me, 
the closed closets and the clean room. 
Good luck always with Tom. Terri. 
JB   Leg  Watcher   —  Thanks   for  the 
glorious two weeks — the start of an 
unending   friendship.   What   a   great 
roomie! Happy V-day! Keg Legs.  
Dave Martin — I know this Valentines 
Day Is better than last year because I am 
not changing, but I wish we could be 
together. Maybe next year we'll get It all 
together. We'll see. Happy Valentines 
Day and thank you for being you: special 
and understanding. I love you. Your long 
distance lover, Chris.  
MIM Nancy "Stuart'' Pearigen: If you 
think I wrote this personal just to wish 
you a Happy Valentines Day...you're 
right! P.S. Have fun explaining your new 
nickname! Marc B.  
C. Lovaable H. — Just because I never 
tell you doesn't mean I don't. I do! Happy 
Valentines Day. Love, Me.  
Sheila: Always and forever, May our love 
keep us together, And let us never part, 
May the words I have spoken, Always be 
a token, Of what I feel In my heart. Love 
always, Karl.       
Chris Jam**: Hey babes! Did you like the 
balloons? Happy Valentines Day! We 
have sex every Monday and Wednesday. 
Brian Hogan — You scratch my back; I'll 
scratch yours. Erin.  
Lisa — Thanks for putting up with me, 
the closed closets and the clean room. 
Good luck always with Tom. Terri.  
Marl* — Documentary: Halloween body 
painting: The dos and don'ts. Do I get 
credit for Inspiration? Happy Valentines 
Day. Enthusiastic Viewer.  
Stuart, You're the best friend we'll ever 
have. Happy Valentines Day! We love 
you! Your Fiance and Sunshine.   
"Synagogue" — Thanks for being my 
own personal "rescue squad;" the 
"editorial support" works both ways. 
Happy Valentine's Day! Lov, Jllto 
Ann F. — To a very sweet person: a 
flower, card and personal, an expression 
of my feelings. Luv, Stephen B. 
announcements 
General 
The University Writing Lsb otters individual 
ad twlp lo atudanta working on papers or reports, stu- 
dying tor aasay exams, writing letters or applications, 
reviewing grammar or preparing to take the ORE, LSAT 
or GMAT For more Information call Mra. Hoaklna at 
6401 or atop Dy Sheldon 209, Monday through Friday 
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Attention Faculty — A position haa come 
available on the Honor Council Advisory Board. Any 
faculty member Intereeted In being a member of this 
board for the remainder of thla semester please con- 
tact Dr. Raymond Dlngledlne. 
Notice from the post office — Man incorrect 
ly addreeaed will be returned to the aender If known, 
otherwise It will be placed In the Dead Letter Box and 
discarded alter thirty daya. 
Surveys must comply with procedures established 
by the Vice President of Student Affairs. 
Campua mall aent to atudanta muat contain the cor- 
rect poet office box number. 
Student to student mall muat be In a 8 3/8 x 3 5/8 or 
larger envelope. 
Campua mall will not be uaed to advertise personal 
or other business ventures. 
Candy or food Itema can not be aent through cam- 
pus mall. Items of this type will be discarded 
Evente 
ATTENTION .; 
SORORITIES * ^ 
FRATERNITIES 
WE HAVE A rijLL SWVICI FLOWER "SHOP 
FRESM FLOWERS «* DAHCES/ PARTIES 
CORSAGES,    BOUTONNIERES, 
ARRANGEMENTS,  CUT   FLOWERS 
io%orr WITH JMU ID. 
'1A TV 
(vukmCoAtbi 
_  •.  § DAILY g-t' 30 
s 
Placement center — CPiPworkehope: "Getting 
Your Act Together" will be Feb.17 from 1: 49 to 2:49 
p.m. "How to Oet Your Foot in the Door," a workshop 
dealing with the obstacles you may face In getting and 
Interview, will be held Feb. 23 from 1:48 to 2:49 p.m 
and Feb. 24 from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. "Interview Preparta- 
tlon" will be Feb. 18 from 10 to 11 a.m. "Resume 
Writing" will be Feb. 22 from 1:46 to 2:49p.m. " Writing 
Applications for Teaching Positions. " will be Feb. 19 
from 1:49 to 2:49 p.m. "Interview Preparation" will be 
Feb 16 from 10 to 11 a.m. Sign up In advance In the 
CP&P office for all workshops. 
"Move Over My Head Hurts,' an Informal question 
and anewer session focusing on the nit picky points of 
Interviewing, will be held Feb. 21 from 7 to 8 p.m. 
The following job connections will be posted Feb. 14 
for one week: A.H. Robins Co., Richmond, Vs. la In- 
terested In chemistry majors. Hercules, Wlllmlngton, 
Del. la Intareated in chemlatry majors for technical 
sales. MIHIken 8 Co., Spartanburg, S.C la Intareated In 
chemlatry or majors with 2 years of chemeatry; MA 
Bloproducta, Walkeravllie. MD. le Intereeted In biology. 
chemlatry, marketing, medical tech. accounting, 
management and technical writing. If your resume 
matches, bring one copy for each sign-up. 
Miller and Rhoadas will be recruiting on campus 
March 17. Sign up sheeta are currently posted. Pre 
screening procedures apply 
B*ptl*t Student Union — -'Sundae Semeeter, 
Fab. IB from 7 to S a.m. 
New Pealm Singers practice Feb. 18 at 6:30 p.m. 
Art McPhee will apeak on "Intouch Ministries" at the 
weakly fellowship mealing 530 to 7 p.m. 
American Christian Theatre and catholic 
Campua Ministry will present "Qodepell," Fab. 17 
thrugh Fab. 20 at 8 p.m. In Wampier Experimental 
Theatre. There will be a 2 p.m. performance on Fab. 20. 
Tickets are 82 and are on sale this weak and next week. 
Monday through Friday from 3 to 8 p.m. In the P.O lob- 
by of the WCC 
Philosophy and Religion — r>. Ann wiiee win 
preeent her paper "The Acratlc Man ad the Acratic 
State," Feb. 17 at 4:30 p.m. in room E of the WCC. 
The Student Educational Media Associa- 
tion will be sponsoring a used pepervack book sale In 
the lobby of the Education Building, Feb. 18 to 17 from 
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Art activities — Sawhlll Oallary, Jan. 24 to Feb. 
17: "Reproduced Masterpieces from the National 
Palece Muaeum, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China." 
This exhibition contains fine examples of Chinese art. 
Film series Eight "Shock of the New" hour long 
fllme with discussions following led by JMU art faculty 
are being presented by Kappa PI Art Fraternity every 
Monday night through March 14 at 7:30 p.m. In room 
A200 of the Duke Fine Arts building. 
Catholic Campus Ministry — Saturday maae 
la held at 9 p.m. in room D of the WCC. 
Sunday meases are held at 10:30 a.m. and noon In 
the Ballroom of the WCC. 
Ash Wedneeday Is Feb. 18. Mess will be held at noon 
in room Don the mezzanine In the WCC end at 7 p.m. n 
Miller 101. 
MualC performances — Contemporary Mualc 
Faatlval Feb. 14, 19 and 18 (All day and evening) in 
Wilson Auditorium snd Anthony Seeger Auditorium. 
JMU Jazz Ensemble will perform Feb. 17 at 8 .m in 
Wilson Auditorium. 
The Massanetten Moutaln Cloggera are 
sponsoring the second annual Winter Clogging 
Featlvel Feb. 19 In the Cabin Fever Room at the Valley 
Mall. Registration begine at 9 a.m For more Informa- 
tion call Ann McCleary at 434-1251, Karry Barry In 
Staunton at 248-5148 and Penny Keyser In Stanley at 
862-8084. 
Meetings 
Caving Club will meat Thursday at 8 p.m. m 
Jackson 1B. New members are welcome. 
Phi Beta Lambda Business Club is having a 
dinner meeting Fab. 18 at 9 p.m. in the Shenandoah 
Room of Chandler Hall. The coat la 82.25 for members 
with dinner contracts 
Business week will be Feb. 13 to 19. 
Escort S4HVle* r— The fraternities of Alpha CM 
Rho and Theta Chi are offering e free escort service 
The operational hours are aa follows: AXP, Monday 
through Thursday from 9 until midnight, phone 9394, 
Theta Chi, Friday through Saturday from 10 p.m. to 2 
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Viewpoint 
by Pat Butters 
SHAROV    j^ 
Valentine's Day 
/f's a disease worth avoiding 
By USA JENNINGS 
A certain amount of emotional commer- 
cialism has to taint every holiday to some ex- 
tent — but no holiday is as sickeningly syrupy 
as Valentine's Pay. 
Love is nice (for the most part) and 
romance can make it even nicer. But there is 
something very unromantic about a pre- 
established, nationwide day of romance. 
On Feb. 14, like it or not, people feel 
obligated to make an attempt at romance. But 
they have to do it a certain way, using approv- 
ed traditions. The following traditions make 
the holiday tacky and worthless: 
^ Pink food 
vGod never meant food to be pink, except 
for grapefruits and Pepto Bismol. If I don't 
like pink clothing, I certainly refuse to eat 
pink cupcakes. Pink should be confined to 
cheeks and flowers. 
^■> Heart-shaped food^ 
^various groups here* will deliver anything 
from heart-shaped cakes to heart-shaped piz- 
zas. I'm tired of hearts, they don't even look 
like that in real life. 
And what about those little heart-shaped 
candies-that taste like wall plaster and say 
things like, "Groovy" and "Be my tiger luv." 
Why doesn't somebody update them? Today 
they  should  say  things  like  "Whips  and 
chains" or "I need sexual healing." 
Cards 
Ever since grade school we are taught to 
give Valentine Cards — even to people we 
don't really like. Because it's tradition, we 
give little cards with puppy dogs holding lacy 
hearts in their mouths, with "be mine" writ- 
ten on it. I don't want most of those people to 
"be mine," but that's the way it's done. 
One Valentine's Day hater refers to Feb. 14 
as "Saint Just-Another Day." She has a 
theory that Valentine's Day is a Communist 
plot (it is suspiciously associated with the col- 
or red). She says the Communists really own 
Hallmark cards, and the money spent on our 
frivolity goes to the buildup of Soviet defense. 
Romance is not a one day, pre-established 
thing. It should be spontaneous and fresh — 
certainly not expected. But a holiday like 
Valentine's Day puts the pressure on couples 
to give or do something romantic, and if they 
don't come through with a five pound box of 
chocolates, then the heck with them. 
Valentine's Day — I guess the initials are 
the only appropriate part. 
Lisa Jennings is a closet romantic who loves 
chocolate, pink roses and planned holidays. 
Snow    ■■ 
— very deep 
By GREG HENDERSON 
Snow is like nuclear weapons. 
People aren't apathetic about snow, they either 
like it or hate it. Sorta like nuclear weapons — 
either we should keep building them or dump them 
all into the Atlantic. 
If you've followed this reasoning so far, hold on 
—there's more. Here are a few additional observa- 
tions about the snow of '83: 
• Human behavior takes a strange twist in the 
snow. Half of Harrisonburg was at the AAP Satur- 
day. People who had plenty of food, coffee, soup 
and beer decided — because it was impossible to 
drive, they had no cash, and the electricity was off 
— that they needed more of everything. 
It was rather like one would imagine the scene 
after a nuclear attack. It appears no one realized 
the snow would melt in a few days, or the human 
body's ability to exist on only four or five meals a 
day. 
I know, I was there. 
• Those of us who love snow found this one 
almost perfect. More than 20 inches with drifts 
twice that makes for great dives. Snow tends to br- 
ing out the child in us. We eat it, throw it, mold it, 
stare at it, dive in it, and slide on it. It is easy to be 
stupid in the snow because no one cares. 
Imagine your reaction on a normal spring day if 
someone dove on the ground backwards and pro- 
ceeded to flap their arms and legs, and then have 
the nerve to ask you to help them up! 
• Snow lovers tend to be selfish. My initial reac- 
tion in bearing that Front Royal got over 30 inches 
of snow was, "How come we never get a snow like 
that?" 
• Perhaps the most amazing thing about snow is 
that it defies gravity. Many housebound readers 
who treat snow like nuclear fallout probably aren't 
aware of this. Einstein didn't catch on either, but 
then again he never owned a comb and also re- 
jected the theory of static electricity. But on the 
subject of gravity — How does snow hang three 
feet over the side of a roof? How does it balance 
on a telephone wire? 
Four years of college and I don't know. 
• Snow is the great equalizer. Mennonites are 
suddenly the progressive ones in the snow. Ever see 
a horse and buggy with chains? 
• Snow tends to be therapeutic. Everything 
stops, and if you want to be crazy you can. If you 
want to be romantic it's perfect. If you want to 
walk and listen to your feet it's cool. It's also very 
cool to drink heavily, even if it's hot chocolate. 
• Snow is also a haven for procrastinators. It is 
the universal excuse. You can blow off tests, term 
papers, dates, even deadlines and blame it on the 
white stuff. If anyone forgot to send Valentines, 
just say you would have but it snowed. I might 
write a friend whose birthday was in September 
and tell him I meant to send a card but it snowed 
• The best story I heard about the fleece that 
covered the world comes from JerseyCity, N. J. A 
20-month-old kid crawled out a window seven I 
stories high. The kid fell into a drift and didn't/ 
have a scratch. Some say he's lucky he decided to 
take the dive now. But I think the kid just wanted 
to play and the elevator was broken. A hospital 
spokesperson said about the kid's condition, "It's 
miraculous." 
Of course it is — it's snow. 
Greg Henderson Is The BTMN'S editorial editor, who 
usually writes the paper's opinion. ' 
This time ha played In the snow Instead. 
*i 
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Readers' Forum 
Senator calls for 19 on premises, 21 off 
Miller backs alternative to drinking bill 
To the editor: 
Recently a group of students from JMU visited 
my legislative office here in Richmond and left a 
position j>aper from the Student Government 
Association on the proposal to raise the legal 
drinking age to 21. Attached to the paper wer 
some letters from several members of the studen. 
body. Because they did not leave their addresses, I 
cannot respond to each individually as I would 
like. For this reason, I am writing The Breeze so 
students might know my stand on the issue. 
Though I am extremely disturbed by statistics 
showing increased highway deaths attributed to 
alcohol, I share the students' concern about the ef- 
fectiveness of an across-the-board increase in 
drinking age as was done in several other states. 
Statistics from those states do not show any signifi- 
cant, long-run decrease in highway deaths as a 
result. 
In addition, it seems that resentment and anger 
among teenagers in those states has led them to ob- 
tain beer illegally and to drink even more in de- 
fiance. We need to toughen the law, but we must 
be careful not to go to an extreme if it is a counter- 
productive one. 
Several new approaches to the problem have 
been suggested this year by various members of the 
legislature. The one which I prefer would allow on- 
premises consumption of beer for those 19 and 
older, but prohibit off-premises consumption for 
anyone under 21. This simply means that persons 
between the ages of 19 and 21 could purchase beer 
in a restaurant, but could hot purchase it in a con- 
venience store from whence they could take it to 
some "uncontrolled environment" for consump- 
tion. 
This would toughen the law considerably, while 
allowing some respect for the rights of responsible 
young adults. 
I believe the above proposal, which is endorsed 
by the group Many Against Drunk Driving, 
represents the best approach available to us at the 
present time. 
Foes of the 21 age limit have often noted the in- 
consistency of requiring certain civic obligations of 
18-year-olds while denying certain other rights en- 
joyed by most adults. I have always found these 
arguments persuasive. Each year, however, the 
drinking and driving statistics grow worse, and the 
time has come when we simply cannot ignore them 
any longer. 
Since JMU lies within my Senate district, I am 
especially mindful of the problems the 21 age bill 
might pose for college students. I plan to ask for 
an amendment to the bill which would provide that 
it not apply to persons reaching the age of 18 
before September 30, 1983. 
The current proposal is to exclude only those 
who reach 18 by July 1, 1983. Because September 
30 is the date used by public schools to determine 
eligibility for entrance, this would seem to 
minimize cases where students in the same class 
might be subject to different regulations because 
of their birth date. 
I appreciate the interest of the SGA in this mat- 
ter and hope that all students will continue to keep 
me advised of their feelings on issues before the 
General Assembly. 
Sen.   Nathan H. Miller 
Breeze photographer 
called too flashy 
To the editor: 
If you were one of several hundred 
people who went to see the show on 
"Subliminal Seduction" you got a 
little extra side show for your dollar; 
Harrisonburg's own 35mm Ansel 
Adams — Yo Nagaya. 
And what a show it was. He had 
enough equipment to put on his own 
Photokina. There were slave flashes 
and motor drives and lenses and on 
and on. He had enough flash and 
fire power to burn poor Dr. Key's 
skin. 
I'm starting to wonder about Yo's 
abilities as a photographer. There 
was enough available light to get a 
shot without the flash. Are Yo's 
hands so unsteady that he can't 
tolerate a shutter speed under 
1-250th of a second? I guess I would 
be shaking too if I was infringing on 
over 300 peoples' right to watch 
Key's show without the added noise 
and confusion created by all the 
flashes and equipment.    . 
Probably the worst thing was 
there was a big sign at the front door 
that      read      "NO      FLASH 
PHOTOGRAPHY-" Yo, who do 
you think you are? Weegee, 
perhaps? Even Weegee, a famous 
news photographer, wouldn't 
disrupt the news he was trying to 
cover. I don't care who the jour- 
nalist is or what his medium, he has 
no right to use an event as if it was 
put on for his benefit. 
Yo, just because your pictures are 
used in The Breeze doesn't mean you 
have the right to break rules or in- 
trude on your subject's mission. So 
what if you have all the high-tech 
and high-priced camera gear money 
can buy? A good photojournalist it 
does not make. You owe everyone 
who was there an apology. 
Scott L. Stan ton 
Editor's note: 
Nagaya said he got Dr. Key s per- 
mission to take flash pictures before 
the slide show portion of his presen- 
tation. He took 15 pictures before 
the slide show, which took about 
five minutes, and then left the 





The Breeze welcomes letters to the 
editor. Address them to the editorial 
editor, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger 
Hall, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 
22807 or through campus mail. 
All letters should be typed and in- 
clude your name and telephone 
number for verification. Letters are 
subject to editing. 
Registration letter off base; 
military's strong enough 
To the editor: 
I think Pat Leary's letter in The Breeze, Feb. 7, (Draft registra- 
tion keeps our undies clean) could have been a better prepared and 
more effective rebuttle to Luke Adams' Jan. 31 column, (Uncle 
Sam wants you, but he doesn't need you). 
Maybe someone else will come up with a better response. I cer- 
tainly can't, because (for once) I agree totally with Luke Adams. 
He quoted facts and figures in his article whereas all Pat Leary had 
to tell us was a parable about dirty briefs. Patriotic yes, but he 
totally missed the point. 
As Adams stated, we have more than enough military power to 
adequately defend our glorious country. Contrary to popular 
belief, those of us who oppose the draft are not all radicals who 
hate Democracy and all it stands for. I believe we'd all be willing to 
fight to defend our values. But we do not all fight the same way. 
Why should we? 
I also have great respect for the patriots who fought to found our 
United States, and our nation's other heroes. It was these peoples 
who wrote: "Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as 
punishment for a crime where the party shall have been duly con- 
victed, shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to 
their jurisdiction." Perhaps you recognize that. It is the 13th 
Amendment to The Constitution, (Ratified, Dec. 18, 1865). 
I am patriotic, but also realistic. Believe it or not, the United 
States is not always in the right. Perhaps we should reassess our 
reasons for patriotism. One of my personal favorites is tolerance. 
But, by the by, if it ever comes down to fighting a war for Coke 














Ship sinks off Virginia coast 
Rescuers continued their grim search Sun- 
day for nine crew members still unaccounted 
for in the sinking of the Marine Electric, a col- 
lier loaded with 27,000 tons of coal that cap- 
sized and sank in a gale 30 miles off Virginia. 
Three crew members had been rescued and 
24 bodies recovered, said Lt. John Krupa, a 
spokesman for the Coast Guard's 5th District 
office in Portsmouth. The Coast Guard cut- 
ters Cherokee and Point Arena were on the 
scene and were to be joined by a helicopter 
from the service, he said. 
"Fairly remote" were the chances of Fin- 
ding any survivors, Krupa said. Water 
temperature at the scene of the disaster in the 
North Atlantic Ocean was 37 degrees, he said. 
Krupa said the Coast Guard's Marine Safe- 
ty Office in Norfolk would conduct an in- 
vestigation into the catastrophe. Also conduc- 
ting an investigation will be the National 
Transportation Safety Board. NTSB 
spokesman Ira Furman speculated the winter 
storm that slammed the Eastern Seaboard 
may have been a factor in the sinking. 
The ship was about 30 miles east of Chin- 
coteague, in winds of 35 knots. 
A former crewman of the Marine Electric 
said the ship had a history of major 
mechanical failures and should have been 
scrapped long ago. 
Missile accident 
A Florida college professor 
has died after suffering burns 
over 40 percent of his upper 
body when the Navy warship 
he was riding on was struck by 
a jet-powered target drone. 
The drone had been shot 
down by the guided missile 
frigate Antrim off the 
Virginia coast on Thursday, 
but the pilotless, remote- 
controlled target ricocheted 
off the water and hit the 
superstructure of the Navy 
vessel, authorities said. 
The dead man was iden- 
tified as Dr. James 
Goldsmith, 39, of West Palm 
Beach, Fla., an English pro- 
fessor in a Navy program in 
which educators live aboard 
ship for several months to 
teach college-level courses to 
crew members. He was 
employed by Florida Junior 
College. 
Snow 
Highway crews continued 
to work to clear roads of the 
ice and snow that began fall- 
ing in southwest Virginia 
Thursday night — one of the 
worst winter storms on 
record. 
At leas,t two deaths were at- 
tributed to the snow. 
The southeastern Virginia 
area around Norfolk was the 
only part of the state to escape 
the snowfall. 
The weather service 
reported 30 inches of snow at 
Front Royal in the northern 
Shenandoah Valley, the 
highest official recording. 
- Compiled from wire reports 
January prices fell 
Prices at the wholesale level dropped in 
January by the biggest amount on record, 
the government said Friday. The main 
reason was a steep fall in energy prices. 
But in New York, the economics depart- 
ment of Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. said it 
expected prices to rise slightly the rest of 
the year. The direction of prices in 1984 
and beyond depends on the policies of the 
Federal Reserve Board, the bank said. 
In Geneva, Switzerland, a leading U.S. 
Financial executive said he believes the 
American recession is over. Roger Birk, 
chairman of Merrill Lynch &Co., said he 
expects the U.S. economy to expand at an 
average rate of between 2.5 percent and 3 
percent. The economy shrunk 1.8 percent 
last yeaL 
Eubie Blake dies 
Eubie Blake, the ragtime pianist and hit 
composer who opened Broadway to black 
songwriters, died Saturday less than a week 
after celebrating his 100th birthday. 
Blake died at his Brooklyn home shortly 
after noon, apparently of old age and com- 
plictions from a bout of pneumonia he had 
in the last week, said his attorney. Elliot 
Hoffman. 
"Until the last moment of his life he re- 
mained alert and appreciative of the affec- 
tion and recognition he received from his 
friends and colleagues," Hoffman said. 
— Compiled from wire reports 
by the way world 
Travel In comfort 
British sailor Bill Neal is planning to 
make a 1,000-mile cruise from London to 
Leningrad aboard an outboard motor- 
powered Jacuzzi. 
Neal, 22, who has already crossed the 
English Channel in an ordinary bathtub, 
said he'd decided to upgrade his craft to a 
water-jet bath for his longer voyage. He 
said his tub will be powered by a two- 
horsepower outboard motor and buoyed 
by polystyrene foam. 
Ash Tuesday 
In a calendar distributed by the country 
singing group the Oak Ridge Boys, Ash 
Wednesday falls on Tuesday, Feb. 15. 
Israel incident 
The report on the Beirut 
massacre inquiry has soothed 
the consciences of thousands 
of Israelis who rose up in 
outrage at the notion of 
Jewish soldiers shutting their 
eyes to the slaughter of 
refugees. 
But the dispute over the 
report's tough recommenda-, 
tions widened the national 
ideological split, and a sudden 
act of violence has set off a 
new round of soul-searching. 
Israelis were made painfully 
aware of their deep divisions 
when a grenade was tossed in- 
to a crowd of demonsrators 
massed outside the Cabinet 
building Thursday night to de- 
mand acceptance of the 
massacre report. One Israeli 
was killed and nine were 
wounded. 
► Despite the govern- 
ment's decision to oust Ariel 
Sharon as defense minister 
because of the Beirut 
massacre, a tough battle 
loomed Saturday over 
whether Sharon should hold 
another Cabinet post. 
Sharon told reporters after 
a speech in Tel Aviv on Friday 
"there was a reshuffle of port- 
folios, and that's the end of 
the  problem." 
Jordan confederation 
All factions of the Palesti- 
nian Liberation Organization 
reached agreement Saturday 
that a future Palestinian state 
should be confederated with 
the Kingdom of Jordan, the 
chief PLO spokesman an- 
nounced. 
The organization had 
previously insisted on com- 
plete independence and 
sovereignty for a Palestinian 
state. 
- Compiled from wire reports 
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337 E. Market St. 
Appointment Not Necessary 
Gitchell's Studio 
5-hour photo finishing for 110, 126, and 135 films 
'7/i by 10, out by .?" 
25% Discount 
to JMU  students on   all 
photographic  equipment 
79 E, Market St., Harrisonburg 
434-5314 
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